
WHITEBAIT FRITTERS • THAT
ARE KIND TO THE SPECIES

Fritter Day. Far be it for me to tell you what your favourite batter is. Pretty hard to stuff this
one up as long as the batter is not too runny it will work. Personally I vary between self raising
flour and rice flour, the latter made with some soda water, an egg and a drop of lemon juice
before adding the fish.The latter is really a tempura but we do not cook it like tempura with
deep frying. Plain flour - adding some baking powder is good.
Let the batter stand and take your sharp knife and cut white fish offcuts into thin whitebait
sized slivers. If you need the eyes, add some poppy seed. Thats meant to be a joke.
Gently fold the fish slivers into the batter looking to get an even distribution. The big mistake
here is not to make the fish slivers go too far. Otherwise you may as well just cook the batter.
Put a decent oil or butter and oil mix in your pan, bring to a decent non smoking heat.
Drop in spoon-fulls of the batter. How big and how many you will learn. Do not leave them too
long before flipping and resist temptation to flip again. It takes a few tries to get them
perfect by which time you may have eaten them all and there is no batter left. Protesters can
be advised to learn how to cook. Certainly the first batch is to adjust the pan heat.

If you can resist the temptation and not eat
them they can be kept on a warm plates for a
short time. Fresh cooked is GOOD

You make a lot of friends if you serve the
fritters when they are cooked. If you can do
as many fritters at a time as you have people
you are on a winner.

AND SO ARE REAL WHITEBAIT

Above: A herd of whitebait.

Left. Fillets of Tarahiki. One of the
least expensive fishes available.

Trim away the thinner edges of your fish fillet. This
part of the fillet tends to get overcooked anyway.

Take your trimmings, Do not wash, in fact never
ever wash saltwater fish in fresh water, you will ruin
it. Pack away in the fridge or freezer ready for a
later meal.

You can now get on cooking your trimmed fillets.


